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Abstract Previous studies suggested that the topological
properties of brain anatomical networks may be aberrant in
schizophrenia (SCZ), and most of them focused on the
chronic and antipsychotic-medicated SCZ patients which
may introduce various confounding factors due to antipsychotic medication and duration of illness. To avoid those
potential confounders, a desirable approach is to select
medication-naı̈ve, first-episode schizophrenia (FE-SCZ)
patients. In this study, we acquired diffusion tensor imaging
datasets from 30 FE-SCZ patients and 34 age- and gendermatched healthy controls. Taking a distinct gray matter
region as a node, inter-regional connectivity as edge and the
corresponding streamline counts as edge weight, we constructed whole-brain anatomical networks for both groups,
calculated their topological parameters using graph theory,
and compared their between-group differences using nonparametric permutation tests. In addition, network-based
statistic method was utilized to identify inter-regional

connections which were impaired in the FE-SCZ patients.
We detected only significantly decreased inter-regional
connections in the FE-SCZ patients compared to the controls. These connections were primarily located in the
frontal, parietal, occipital, and subcortical regions.
Although small-worldness was conserved in the FE-SCZ
patients, we found that the network strength and global
efficiency as well as the degree were significantly
decreased, and shortest path length was significantly
increased in the FE-SCZ patients compared to the controls.
Most of the regions that showed significantly decreased
nodal parameters belonged to the top–down control, sensorimotor, basal ganglia, and limbic-visual system systems.
Correlation analysis indicated that the nodal efficiency in
the sensorimotor system was negatively correlated with the
severity of psychosis symptoms in the FE-SCZ patients.
Our results suggest that the network organization is changed
in the early stages of the SCZ disease process. Our findings
provide useful information for further understanding the
brain white matter dysconnectivity of schizophrenia.
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Introduction
Schizophrenia (SCZ) is a devastating illness characterized
by a breakdown in thought processes and poor emotional
responsiveness. Commonly observed symptoms include
hallucinations, delusions, loss of initiative, disorganized
speech and thinking, and cognitive deficits (Amador and
Gorman 1998; Friston 1999). Previous studies suggested
that SCZ may involve not only aberrant brain gray matter
tissue but also ‘‘miswiring’’ between brain regions (Douaud
et al. 2007; Beasley et al. 2009). Brain white matter (WM)
connecting different regions into networks may be relevant
to the pathophysiology of the psychosis syndrome and has
become a major interest in SCZ research (Kunimatsu et al.
2012; Camchong et al. 2009; Schlösser et al. 2007).
Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (DWMRI) is the only available noninvasive technique for visualizing white matter trajectories in the human brain in vivo.
Since Hagmann et al. (2007) adopted diffusion images and
tractography to study human brain anatomical networks, the
whole-brain approach has been increasingly applied to
explore changes in human anatomical network properties in
neuropsychiatric disorders (Wen et al. 2011; Xia and He
2011). Several studies (van den Heuvel et al. 2010; Zalesky
et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2012) have reported alterations in
the topological properties of whole-brain anatomical networks in SCZ patients. However, most of these studies
focused on chronic and antipsychotic-medicated SCZ
patients (Table S6 in Supplement), which may introduce
various confounders due to antipsychotic medication (particularly medical conditions related to second-generation
antipsychotics) or potential WM changes due to aging or
illness duration. Previous studies indicated that illness
duration may impact brain WM progressively (Friedman
et al. 2008; Kong et al. 2011; Rosenberger et al. 2008) and
antipsychotic medications may affect brain anatomy
(Heitmiller et al. 2004; Navari and Dazzan 2009). Thus, to
avoid those potential confounders and identify the naive
topological organization of SCZ, an optimal approach is to
select medication-naı̈ve, first-episode schizophrenia (FESCZ) patients. However, very few studies have investigated
topological properties of brain anatomical networks in FESCZ or in the early phase of medication-naı̈ve SCZ patients.
Using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), several studies
have investigated brain WM microstructure alterations in
FE-SCZ patients. Cheung et al. (2008, 2011) found a
decreased fractional anisotropy (FA) in the left frontooccipital fasciculus and left inferior longitudinal fasciculus
and significantly negative correlation between the PASS
positive score and the value of FA in the left frontooccipital fasciculus and between the PASS positive score
and the PASS positive score in the left inferior longitudinal
fasciculus in FE-SCZ patients. Gasparotti et al. (2009)
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found reduced FA values in the splenium of corpus callosum in FE-SCZ patients compared to the healthy controls.
In addition, several studies (Filippi et al. 2013; Guo et al.
2012) detected aberrant FA values in the right superior
longitudinal fasciculus, right fornix, right internal capsule,
and right external capsule in FE-SCZ patients. Although
these studies reflect that aberrant WM integrity may exist
before the onset of schizophrenia, most of them have not
directly investigated WM connectivity per se. Considering
inter-regional ‘‘dysconnection’’ in SCZ has been proposed
in a meta-analysis study (Ellison-Wright et al. 2008), a
network model may be a more obvious method for
detecting significantly altered fiber bundles in FE-SCZ
patients.
With the aim to detect aberrant inter-regional white
matter connections and to pinpoint alterations in the network organization, we recruited 30 FE-SCZ patients and 34
healthy controls in current study. Each pairs of nodes were
linked if they are interconnected via sufficient streamline
counts using DTI and whole-brain tractography. Network
properties by the graph theory were investigated, enabling
determination of whether the network organization was
changed in FE-SCZ. Then a network-based statistic (NBS)
method, to control the family-wise error rate when massunivariate testing, was performed at every connection
comprising the network to detect the impaired connections.

Methods and materials
Subjects
Thirty FE-SCZ patients (10 F/20 M, aged 18–45 years,
mean ± SD = 24.8 ± 6.2 years) participated in this study.
They were recruited from the Inpatient Units of the
Department of Psychiatry, the third Affiliated Hospital of
Sun Yat-sen University. These patients were free from the
influence of antipsychotic medication and disentangled
from the primary connectivity pathology of SCZ. All were
right-handed and met the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition (DSM-IV) criteria.
The DSM-IV diagnosis was made by an experienced psychiatrist (QW) using the patient version of the Structured
Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID-I/P). Their symptoms were all rated by the same psychiatrist (QW) using
the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) (von
Knorring and Lindstrom 1992). And the patients who have
persistent headaches or head trauma, electroconvulsive
therapy, psychostimulant use, neuroleptic use, history of
neurological problems, and special school attendance were
excluded. In addition, we recruited 34 age-, gender-, and
handedness-matched healthy subjects to serve as the healthy controls. The exclusion criteria for the controls were
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Table 1 Demographic and clinical details of the medication-naı̈ve,
first-episode schizophrenia (FE-SCZ) patients and the healthy controls (HC) in this study

anisotropy (FA) \ 0.2 or the angle between the eigenvectors of two consecutive voxels was [45°.

Characteristics

FE-SCZ
(n = 30)

HC
(n = 34)

p value

Network construction

Male/female

20/10

22/12

0.87a

An anatomical network representing inter-regional white
matter pathways was constructed using diffusion tractography and the automated anatomical labeling atlas (AAL)
(Tzourio-Mazoyer et al. 2002), which contains 90 regions
of interest (ROIs) in the cortical and subcortical regions
(AAL-90). Inter-regional detectable streamline and the
streamline counts were defined as the edge and the interregional connectivity strength, respectively. In order to
reduce the false-positive connections resulted from the
noise signal or limitations of the deterministic tracking
method, we considered any pair of regions to be anatomically connected if at least three streamlines were located
between two regions (Lo et al. 2010; Shu et al. 2011;
Brown et al. 2011). This may maximize statistical robustness, minimize the need for arbitrary choices (such as
threshold of streamline counts) (Bassett et al. 2011;
Ginestet et al. 2011), and ensure the largest size (ninety) of
connected component in the anatomical networks observed
across all the controls (Shu et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2012).
Meanwhile, we also tested the influence of different
thresholds of streamline counts on the network analysis.
The details of the network construction are described in the
Supplement and can also be found in previous publications
(Wang et al. 2012; Gong et al. 2009a).

b

Age: mean ± SD (years)

24.8 ± 6.16

25.3 ± 5.56

0.75

Level of education:
mean ± SD (years)

12.3 ± 2.60

12.3 ± 2.64

0.99b

Age episode: mean ± SD
(years)

24.3 ± 6.25

n.s.

n.s.

Duration of illness untreated:
median (weeks)

9

n.s.

n.s.

PANSS_p: mean ± SD

24.67 ± 4.27

n.s.

n.s.

PANSS_n: mean ± SD

13.43 ± 4.97

n.s.

n.s.

PANSS_g: mean ± SD

36.13 ± 4.17

n.s.

n.s.

PANSS_t: mean ± SD

74.23 ± 8.56

n.s.

n.s.

SD Standard deviation, n.s. non-significant, PANSS positive and
negative symptom scale, PANSS_p positive scale score obtained from
PANSS, PANSS_n negative scale score obtained from PANSS,
PANSS_g general psychopathology score obtained from PANSS,
PANSS_t, PANSS total score
a

p value obtained using the v2 test

b

p value obtained using the two-tailed two samples t test

same as those for the FE-SCZ patients, with the exception
that they also had to have no history of mental illnesses and
no first-degree relatives with a psychotic disorder according to the non-patient version of SCID. Table 1 lists the
demographics of all the subjects in detail. In this study, all
the subjects were native Chinese speakers and gave written
informed consent in accordance with protocols approved
by the Clinical Research Ethics Committee of the 3rd
Affiliated Hospital of Sun Yat-sen University.
DTI data and T1-weighted 3D high-resolution brain
images were acquired for each subject on a 1.5 T GE MRI
scanner located at the 3rd Affiliated Hospital of Sun Yat-sen
University (see Supplement for acquisition parameters).
Data preprocessing
The effects of head motion and image distortion caused by
eddy currents were corrected by applying an affine alignment to register all other diffusion images to the b0 images
in the original DTI data using the FSL/FDT (FSL 4.1:
http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). The corrected DTI data
were processed using DTIstudio (Version 2.40, https://
www.dtistudio.org) to reconstruct streamlines throughout
the whole brain, based on the Fiber Assignment by Continuous Tracking (FACT) algorithm (Mori et al. 1999). A
streamline was initiated from each voxel and followed the
main diffusion direction or the principal eigenvector of
each voxel. Tracking was stopped when the fractional

Network analysis
The topological properties of the human brain anatomical
networks were analyzed using graph theory. We characterized the global properties of the networks by the following parameters: network strength (Sp), shortest path
length (Lp), degree (Kp), global efficiency (Eglob), local
efficiency (Eloc), and small-worldness (r). In addition, we
used nodal efficiency (Enod) and nodal degree (Ki) to
describe the nodal properties of the anatomical networks. A
region was defined as a hub or pivotal node if its Enod was
at least one standard deviation (SD) greater than the mean
nodal efficiency of the network, i.e., Enod [ mean ? SD.
The definitions of these parameters are presented in the
Supplement.
Robustness of brain anatomical networks
Robustness (q) represents the network’s resilience to either
targeted or random attack (Lynall et al. 2010). In a targeted
attack, network nodes are removed one by one in
descending order of nodal efficiency (Enod), whereas in a
random attack, network nodes are randomly removed
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independent of their Enod. The detailed procedures for
performing a targeted attack and a random attack are
described in the Supplement.

repeated calculations using alternative thresholds ranging from
1 to 6 streamline counts. The network parameters were presented as a function of the threshold of the streamline counts.

Statistical analysis

Effect of different parcellation schemes

Nonparametric permutation tests which inherently accounts
for multiple comparisons (Nichols and Holmes 2002; Nichols and Hayasaka 2003) were employed to assess the statistical significance of between-group differences for each
of the global parameters and each of the nodal parameters
for a given node. Briefly, for a given parameter, we first
estimated the t value to indicate the between-group difference. Then we randomly assigned the parameter values for
all subjects in this study into two groups to re-calculate the
t value between the two randomized groups. We repeated
the permutation 10,000 times and obtained 10,000 t values.
Finally, we determined the significance level of the
between-group differences at 95 % of the empirical distribution in a two-tailed test.
A network-based statistic (NBS) approach (Zalesky
et al. 2010a) was used to determine any connected subnetwork in which each of inter-regional connections was
significantly changed in the FE-SCZ patients compared to
the controls. A detailed description of the NBS is described
in the Supplement as well as in Zalesky et al. (2010a). In
performing the NBS calculations, the primary threshold for
each inter-regional connection was set to a t value [ 1.68
or p \ 0.05 (5,000 permutations).
For the global parameters and nodal parameters that
showed significant between-group differences, we calculated the Pearson’s correlation between these parameters
and the clinical variables of the FE-SCZ patients. The
clinical variables included the PANSS total score
(PANSS_t), PANSS positive subscale (PANSS_p), PANSS
negative subscale (PANSS_n), and PANSS general subscale (PANSS_g).

We estimated the reproducibility of our main findings,
which were obtained using the AAL-90, by employing two
other parcellation schemes, the Harvard-Oxford atlas,
which contains 110 ROIs (HOA-110) (Makris et al. 1999;
Kennedy et al. 1998) and the high-resolution AAL atlas,
which contains 1024 ROIs of equal size (AAL-1024)
(Zalesky et al. 2010b).

Validating the reproducibility
Reproducibility of the anatomical network properties has
been extensively studied based on DW-MRI data, such as
definitions of node (Bassett et al. 2011; Ginestet et al.
2011; Zalesky et al. 2010b). Here, we construct brain
networks by selecting three different definitions of nodes
with different thresholds of streamline counts (1–6), and
tested the reproducibility of network properties.

Cross-validation with a bootstrap approach
The confidence intervals of the network parameters, Sp, Lp,
Kp, Eglob, Eloc, and r, in the FE-SCZ patients and the
controls were estimated using a bootstrap approach with
1,000 randomizations (Pajevic and Basser 2003). Using
sampling with replacement, after randomly drawing an
individual from the original sample, the individual was put
back before drawing the next one. Each resample, therefore, had the same size as the original sample, i.e., n = 30
for the FE-SCZ patients and n = 34 for the controls.

Results
Inter-regional anatomical connectivity
Figure 1 demonstrates a single connected subnetwork
identified using the NBS method. The subnetwork contains
36 nodes and 40 inter-regional connections (details listed in
Table S5 in the Supplement). We noticed that within this
subnetwork, the values of all the connections were significantly decreased in the FE-SCZ patients compared to the
controls (p = 0.033, corrected), and most of the impaired
connections in the FE-SCZ patients were between the
frontal, parietal, occipital and subcortical regions. Figure 2
shows the Pearson’s correlations between the global
parameters and the mean value of the edge weights contained in the subnetwork at p \ 0.05. We found that the
extent of the reduction in connectivity strength was positively correlated with degree (Kp, r = 0.57, p = 0.001) and
with global efficiency (Eglob, r = 0.62, p = 2.4e-4) and
significantly negatively correlated with shortest path length
(Lp, r = -0.59, p = 5.4e-4) in the FE-SCZ patients.

Effect of streamline counts intersecting a pair region
Global parameters
In order to evaluate the reproducibility of the obtained topological properties of brain anatomical networks using the
threshold of three streamline counts, we also performed
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We tested the small-world properties of the anatomical
networks for the FE-SCZ patients and the controls and
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Fig. 1 Significantly changed inter-regional anatomical connections
in the medication-naı̈ve, first-episode schizophrenia (FE-SCZ)
patients identified using the network-based statistic (NBS) approach.
No significantly increased inter-regional connection was detected in
the FE-SCZ patients compared to the controls. a Detecting significant
nonzero connections within each group by performing a nonparametric one-tailed sign test. The number of inter-regional connections
was 444 (539) for the patients (controls) determined using a one-

tailed sign test (p = 0.05, Bonferroni correction). The sparsity of the
anatomical connectivity matrix for the patients (0.1109) was 17.63 %
less than for the controls (0.1345). b Impaired connections identified
using the NBS approach (p = 0.033, corrected) for the FE-SCZ
patients. c Circular plot of the impaired connections. The regions
belonging to the frontal, parietal, subcortical, occipital, and temporal
regions are color-coded in blue, green, red, purple, and pink,
respectively (For details, see Table S4 in the Supplement)

Fig. 2 Scatter plots of the global network parameters (degree, global
efficiency, and shortest path length) against the mean inter-regional
connectivity strength within the NBS-based network for the

medication-naı̈ve, first-episode schizophrenia (FE-SCZ) patients
(Crosses) and the controls (Circles)
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Fig. 3 Global parameters of the brain anatomical networks changing
with the selected threshold of streamline counts for the medicationnaı̈ve, first-episode schizophrenia (FE-SCZ) patients and the controls
(HC). The threshold of the streamline counts (n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6)
was the minimum number of streamline counts connecting a pair of
regions when constructing the networks based on the AAL-90. The
FE-SCZ patients showed significant decreases in global efficiency
(Eglob), degree (Kp), and network strength (Sp) but a significant

increase in shortest path length (Lp) compared to the controls
(p \ 0.05, permutation test). The symbol * indicates p \ 0.05 for
between-group differences. The inserted bar plot indicates the
between-group comparisons corresponding to a threshold of n = 3.
The bar height represents the mean value and the error bar represents
the standard deviation for the given network parameter over all
subjects in each group

found r [ 1 for both of them (Table S2 in the Supplement), which suggests that the anatomical networks of
both subject groups possess small-world characteristics.
For each subject, we calculated the values of Kp, Eglob,
Eloc, Sp, and Lp for the anatomical network. For both
groups, the values of these global parameters changed
with the selected threshold (1–6 streamline counts), that
is, with the number of streamline counts, as illustrated in
Fig. 3. We found that the values of Kp, Eglob, Eloc, and Sp
of the patients were less than those of the controls,
whereas the value of Lp of the patients was higher than
that of the controls. The inserted bar plot in Fig. 3 illustrates the between-group comparison result when we used
a threshold of three streamline counts. In this situation, we
found that the patients showed significantly increased Lp
(p = 7e-4), but significantly decreased Eglob (p = 9e-4)
and Kp (p = 0.014) as well as Sp (p = 0.035) compared to
the controls. No significant between-group difference was
detected for the Eloc.

Nodal parameters
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Table 2 lists all the brain regions showing significant
between-group differences, obtained using nonparametric
permutation tests (p \ 0. 05, uncorrected), in at least one of
the nodal parameters, Enod and Ki. Figure 4a illustrates the
locations of these regions. We found they are primarily
located in four different systems: the top–down control
system, for which we found the right middle frontal gyrus
(MFG.R), left insula (INS.L), left anterior cingulate gyrus
(ACG.L), right middle cingulate gyrus (MCG.R), left
Inferior parietal lobule (IPL.L), left precuneus (PCUN.L),
and right middle occipital gyrus (MOG.R); the sensorimotor system, for which we found the right supplement
motor area (SMA.R), left postcentral gyrus (PoCG.L), left
paracentral lobule (PCL.L), left superior parietal gyrus
(SPG.L), and right supramarginal gyrus (SMG.R); and the
basal ganglia system, for which we found the bilateral
caudate (CAU.L/R), bilateral thalamus (THA.L/R), and left
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Table 2 Brain regions showing abnormal nodal parameters (nodal efficiency Enod and nodal degree Ki) of brain anatomical networks in the FESCZ patients compared to the healthy controls (HC)
Regions

Location

Nodal efficiency (Enod)
FE-SCZ

HC

Nodal degree (Ki)
p value

FE-SCZ

HC

p value

Top–down control system
MFG.R

Frontal

0.90

1.02

0.042

19.90

23.01

0.117

INS.L
ACG.L

Frontal
Frontal

0.92
0.59

0.99
0.69

0.035
0.024

27.91
8.29

28.26
10.02

0.638
0.062

MCG.R

Frontal

1.01

1.09

0.025

28.34

30.45

0.196

IPL.L

Parietal

0.83

0.91

0.034

15.04

16.20

0.348

MOG.R

Occipital

0.65

0.74

0.035

9.06

11.03

0.122

PCUN.L

Parietal

1.08

1.19

0.008

28.71

34.10

0.007

Sensorimotor system
PoCG.L

Parietal

0.91

1.01

0.028

20.28

23.73

0.072

PCL.L

Parietal

0.57

0.74

0.013

7.17

10.26

0.064

SPG.L

Parietal

1.01

1.12

0.012

21.48

25.84

0.056

SMA.R

Frontal

0.45

0.65

0.020

5.52

7.90

0.140

SMG.R

Parietal

0.70

0.81

0.008

9.08

11.61

0.020

Basal ganglia

0.62

0.68

0.036

7.78

9.52

0.030

Basal ganglia system
CAU.R
THA.R

Basal ganglia

0.84

0.92

0.035

19.93

20.68

0.637

THA.L
CAU.R

Basal ganglia
Basal ganglia

0.89
0.54

0.98
0.63

0.014
0.011

21.98
6.16

22.63
8.02

0.671
0.030

PUT.L

Basal ganglia

0.66

0.78

5.0e-4

12.27

14.87

0.040

Limbic-visual system
OLF.L

Frontal

0.39

0.49

0.003

4.24

5.05

0.168

CUN.L

Occipital

0.75

0.84

0.036

12.86

13.56

0.674

The network properties of a given brain region were considered abnormal in the FE-SCZ patients if at least one of the nodal parameters exhibited
significant between-group differences (p \ 0.05, uncorrected) (shown in bold font). These regions were primarily located in the top–down
control, sensorimotor, basal ganglia, and limbic-visual systems. The analysis indicated the nodal parameters of these regions in the FE-SCZ
patients were uniformly less than those of the controls

putamen (PUT.L). Statistical analyses indicated that the
values of nodal parameters for these brain regions were
uniformly significantly decreased in the FE-SCZ patients
compared to the controls (Fig. 4b).

the controls demonstrated greater robustness in response to
either a random error or a targeted attack than those for the
patients (Fig. S1 in the Supplement). Compared to the controls, the network robustness in response to a random attack
was significantly decreased in the patients (p \ 0.05).

Hub regions
Relationship between network parameters and PANSS
The hub regions were determined based on the nodal efficiency (Enod). Figure 5 shows the detected hub regions, 13 and
17 hub regions, of the brain anatomical networks for the
patients and the controls, respectively (Table S2 in the Supplement). All of the 13 hubs found in the FE-SCZ patients
were also detected in the controls. Four additional hubs, the
right precentral gyrus (PreCG.R), MFG.L/R, and PoCG.L,
were found in the controls but not in the FE-SCZ patients.
Resilience of the brain anatomical networks
The robustness of the brain anatomical networks for the two
groups was also investigated. We found that the networks for

We estimated the correlations between the global parameters (Sp, Lp, Kp, and Eglob) of the network and the patients’
clinical variables (PANSS_t, PANSS_p, PANSS_n and
PANSS_g scores) and also between the mean values of the
inter-regional connections within the NBS-based subnetwork and the clinical variables. However, we found no
significant correlation between any of these network
parameters and any of the clinical variables (p [ 0.05).
The correlations between the nodal parameters and the
clinical variables were tested. We found that the values of
Enod for the SMA.R and PoCG.L were significantly negatively correlated not only with PANSS_t but also with
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Fig. 4 Brain regions with significantly changed nodal parameters in
the medication-naı̈ve, first-episode schizophrenia (FE-SCZ) patients.
a Distribution of the regions with changed nodal parameters. 19
regions showed significantly decreased, and no region showed
significantly increased, nodal parameters at p \ 0.05 (uncorrected)
in the FE-SCZ patients compared to the controls. Nodes color-coded
in red, blue, green, and yellow correspond to the top–down control,
basal ganglia, sensorimotor, and limbic-visual systems. b Comparison
of the mean nodal efficiency and degree between the patient group

and the control group for each of these 19 regions. The symbol *
stands for p \ 0.05, ** for p \ 0.01, *** for p \ 0.001, and n.s. for
non-significant. c Correlations between nodal efficiency (Enod) and
PANSS_g and between Enod and PANSS_t for the right supplementary
motor area (SMA.R) and left postcentral gyrus (PoCG.L) in the
patients (p \ 0.05, corrected). PANSS Positive and Negative symptom scale, PANSS_g general psychopathology score obtained from
PANSS, PANSS_t PANSS total score

PANSS_g scores (p \ 0.05, corrected) (Fig. 4c). In addition,
we found the values of Enod for the IPL.L and PCL.L
exhibited marginally significant correlations with PANSS_g
scores (0.05 \ p \ 0.1) (Fig. S2 in the Supplement).

confidence interval of the global network parameters (Sp,
Kp, Eglob, Eloc, Lp, and r) for the AAL-90 using the bootstrap approach. The analysis indicated that the 95 % confidence interval for a given network parameter was
distributed closely to the same parameter in the original
sample of the patients and controls across 1,000 random
sub-samples (Table S4 in the Supplement). Second, to
explore the dependence of our results on the choice of
threshold, we selected different streamline counts

Reproducibility of the findings
The reproducibility of the network analysis was analyzed
using the following strategies. First, we estimated the
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with alterations in the white matter integrity, the global and
nodal parameters of the anatomical networks were significantly changed in the FE-SCZ patients. Taken together,
these results may indicate that at a macroscale or at the
scale of axonal fiber bundles, the dysconnectivity or
abnormal connectivity existed in SCZ patients. This may
also suggest that the network organization was changed in
early phrase of the psychosis.
Inter-regional anatomical connectivity

Fig. 5 Correspondence of the nodal efficiency between the anatomical networks of the medication-naı̈ve, first-episode schizophrenia
(FE-SCZ) patients and the controls (HC). Using the criterion,
Enod [ mean ? SD, we determined 13 hubs for the FE-SCZ patients
and 17 hubs for the controls. The vertical and horizontal dashed lines
correspond to the criterion values of Enod = mean ? SD, which were
0.94 and 1.01 for the patients and the controls, respectively. The
circles symbol represents 90 regions of the AAL-90. The circles colorcoded in yellow stand for non-hub regions. The circles and the nodes
color-coded in red stand for the hubs that occurred in both groups,
while the circles and nodes coded in green were for the hubs specific to
the controls. The four hubs specific to the controls were the bilateral
middle frontal gyrus (MFG.L/R), left postcentral gyrus (PoCG.L), and
right precentral gyrus (PreCG.R) (color-coded in green)

thresholds (1–6 streamline counts) to construct brain networks according to the AAL-90. Similar results were
consistently observed (Fig. 3 and Table S5 in the Supplement). Third, two other brain parcellation schemes, HOA110 and AAL-1024, were used to define nodes for constructing brain networks. We found that the direction of the
changes in the network parameters (Sp, Kp, Eglob, Lp) for
these two atlases was same as those for the AAL-90 in the
patients compared to the controls (Table 3), although the
nodes showing the altered nodal parameters for these two
schemes differed from those for the AAL-90 (Figs. S3 and
S4 in the Supplement).

Discussion
Using diffusion tractography and graph theory analysis, we
compared the FE-SCZ patients to the controls on measures
of anatomical connectivity and on network parameters. The
NBS-based analysis revealed that white matter integrity
was disrupted in the FE-SCZ patients. We found that along

In this study, we found that most of the impaired connections in the FE-SCZ patients were located in the frontal,
parietal and occipital regions (Fig. 1c and Table S3 in the
Supplement). The results portrayed in Fig. 1c indicated
that the frontal regions of the FE-SCZ patients were less
connected to the parietal and occipital regions via the
cingulum bundle and fronto–occipital fasciculus, and that
the low integrity of hemispheric connections through the
corpus callosum was also detected. Cingulate dysfunction
has been suggested as an aspect of the pathophysiology of
SCZ (Benes 1993; Fornito et al. 2009; Glahn et al. 2008;
Wilmsmeier et al. 2010). Previous studies detected morphological changes in the cingulum (Seal et al. 2008;
Kubicki et al. 2003; Manoach et al. 2007), fronto-occipital
fasciculus (Cheung et al. 2008; Nakamura et al. 2012; Lee
et al. 2013; Gasparotti et al. 2009), and corpus callosum
(Cheung et al. 2008; Walterfang et al. 2008) in SCZ
patients. Our findings of aberrant anatomical connectivity
between the frontal/parietal and subcortical regions is in
line with morphological studies (Ellison-Wright et al.
2008) and DTI studies (Zhang et al. 2010; White et al.
2012a; Rosenberger et al. 2012). For example, EllisonWright et al. (2008) performed a meta-analysis of anatomical changes in first-episode SCZ and found that they
broadly coincided with a basal ganglia-thalamo-cortical
circuit. Zhang et al. (2010) identified abnormal FA in the
anterior thalamic radiation/anterior limb of the internal
capsule in SCZ patients. In addition, we detected the
abnormal anatomical connectivity in temporal regions
(ITG.R and TPOmid.R) in the FE-SCZ patients, which is
largely compatible with previous DTI studies (Tang et al.
2007; Asami et al. 2013; Quan et al. 2013; Ellison-Wright
and Bullmore 2009). Ellison-Wright and Bullmore (2009)
performed a meta-analysis study in SCZ patients on DTI
data, and found that white matter microstructure in the
temporal cortex may be predominantly affected by the
disorder in SCZ patients. Asami et al. (2013) found the
mean FA of middle longitudinal fascicle (MLF), which
connects the ITG and TPOmid, significantly decreased in
SCZ patients compared to controls. The MLF is believed to
involve in language, high-order auditory association, visuospatial attention, audiovisual integration, and auditory
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Table 3 Cross-validation of the main findings of the network properties of brain anatomical networks between the FE-SCZ patients and the
healthy controls (HC) over different parcellation schemes
Network parameters

Sp

Group

AAL-90

HOA-110

AAL-1024

Mean

p value

Mean

p value

Mean

p value

FE-SCZ

376.95

0.033

281.62

0.015

89.73

0.014

HC

411.59

309.10

98.12

Eglob

FE-SCZ
HC

0.76
0.82

9.0e-4

0.86
0.91

4.1e-2

0.32
0.35

2.7e-3

Lp

FE-SCZ

1.33

4.0e-4

1.17

2.9e-2

3.19

2.9e-3

0.014

16.59

3.3e-2

12.90

HC
Kp
Eloc
r

1.23

FE-SCZ

14.87

HC

15.75

FE-SCZ

1.16

HC

1.18

FE-SCZ

2.60

HC

2.52

1.11

2.86

17.45
0.192

1.44

0.071

1.48
–

2.58
2.50

3.7e-3

13.92
0.77

9.8e-3

0.81
–

11.83

–

11.72

AAL-90, Anatomical automatic Labeling atlas with 90 region of interests (ROIs), HOA-110 Harvard–Oxford atlas with 110 ROIs, AAL-1024
high-resolution randomly generated atlas with 1024 ROIs. The shown bold font exhibited network parameters were considered abnormal in FESCZ patients if they exhibited significant between-group differences (p \ 0.05)

spatial information (Makris et al. 2012). Deficits of these
functions in the MLF are core features of schizophrenia.
Compared with previous studies that used FA to detect
aberrant anatomical connectivity in the MLF in SCZ
patients, the network analysis adopted here is a more
obvious and direct method for detecting changes of brain
anatomical connectivity in FE-SCZ patients.
Global parameters
The calculations showed small-worldness (r) [ 1 in the
FE-SCZ patients and the controls, which indicated that the
anatomical networks for both groups have small-world
properties. This result is consistent with previous studies of
brain anatomical networks (Gong et al. 2009a, b).
Do the brain parcellation schemes or the threshold of
streamline counts affect the direction of the changes in the
global network parameters in the patients? We detected
significant decreases in degree (Kp) and network strength
(Sp) as well as in global efficiency (Eglob), but a significant
increase in the shortest path length (Lp) in the FE-SCZ
patients compared to the controls regardless of which of the
brain parcellation schemes (atlases AAL-90, HOA-110 and
AAL-1024) was selected (Table 3). In addition, for the
AAL-90, the direction of the changes for each of the global
parameters (Kp, Eglob, Eloc, Sp, and Lp) was independent of
the choice of threshold of streamline counts (Fig. 3). These
results are consistent with several previous studies of brain
anatomical networks in SCZ (Table S6 in the Supplement).
As suggested by van den Heuvel et al. (2010), the changes
in these network parameters may result either from reduced
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inter-regional connectivity strength between the cortical
and subcortical areas or from longer pathway disconnections. We noticed that the Kp, Eglob, and Lp of the FE-SCZ
patients were all significantly correlated with the mean
connectivity strength within the NBS-based subnetwork
(Fig. 2). This may imply that the significantly decreased
connectivity strength in the subnetwork contributes to the
abnormality of the global topological organization in FESCZ patients.
Nodal parameters
In the FE-SCZ patients, we detected significantly decreased
nodal parameters in regions of the frontal, parietal, occipital, and basal ganglia. These regions primarily fell into
four functional systems: the top–down control, sensorimotor, basal ganglia, and limbic-visual systems.
Top–down control system We found significantly
decreased nodal degree and nodal efficiency in the FE-SCZ
patients primarily in the top–down control system (ACG.L,
MCG.R, IPL.L, PCUN.L, MFG.R, INS.L, and MOG.R)
(Dosenbach et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2011) (Table 2; Fig. 4a,
b). Previous studies (Barch and Keefe 2010; Bora et al. 2010)
indicated that the deficits of cognitive control system are a
typical characteristic of SCZ patients. Several studies suggested that in the cingulate cortex (ACG and MCG), gray
matter volume was decreased (Wang et al. 2007; Calabrese
et al. 2008), functional activity hypo-activated (Adams and
David 2007), and WM integrity disrupted (Takei et al. 2009;
Ellison-Wright and Bullmore 2009) in SCZ patients compared
to controls. Our result of the decreased nodal efficiency in the
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frontal (MFG.R and INS.L) are consistent with several previous fMRI studies in SCZ patients (Pujol et al. 2013; Barch
and Ceaser 2012). Vercammen et al. (2012) studied 20 SCZ
patients and found that the input–output response of the frontal
cortex was increased during response inhibition to positive
words in SCZ patients. Løberg et al. (2012) reported the
decreased activation in the IPL and PCUN in SCZ patients
when they attended an auditory dichotic listening task. In
addition, our result of decreased nodal efficiency in the MOG
in the SCZ-related is largely compatible with several fMRI
studies in SCZ patients (White et al. 2012b; Turner et al. 2013;
Koeda et al. 2013). Thus, our findings provide structural evidence for the changes that might underlie these functional
deficits in FE-SCZ patients.
Sensorimotor system We detected significantly
decreased degree and nodal efficiency in the SMA.R,
PoCG.L, PCL.L, SPG.L and SMG.R, core components of
the sensorimotor system, in the FE-SCZ patients compared
to the controls (Table 2; Fig. 4a, b). We also found that in
the SMA.R and PoCG.L, the value of Enod correlated
negatively with the PANSS_t and PANSS_g scores in the
FE-SCZ patients (Fig. 4c). This indicates that the more
severe the psychiatric symptoms in FE-SCZ, the lower the
values of Enod in the SMA.R and PoCG.L. This result is in
line with morphological studies (Heuser et al. 2011; Exner
et al. 2006). Exner et al. (2006) found structural abnormality in the left pre-SMA in first-episode SCZ patients,
and Heuser et al. (2011) showed that minor motor and
sensory deficits were significantly associated with reduced
gray matter densities in the PoCG and IPL in first-episode
SCZ patients. Taken together, we suggest that the value of
Enod in the PoCG and SMA may be useful for detecting the
severity of psychiatric symptoms in SCZ.
Basal ganglia system In the FE-SCZ patients, we
observed a significantly decreased degree and nodal efficiency in the THA.L/R, CAU.L/R, and PUT.L (Table 2;
Fig. 4a, b), which belong to the basal ganglia system
(Draganski et al. 2008; Haber 2003). The thalamus, a
highly evolved gateway for sensory and motor inputs to the
cortex, plays an important role in the cognitive and perceptual disturbances of SCZ patients (Carlsson 1988).
Several studies found the thalamic volume of SCZ patients
to be significantly smaller than that of the comparison
subjects (Gilbert et al. 2001; Adriano et al. 2010; Haijma
et al. 2012). We also found decreased nodal efficiency in
CAU.L/R and PUT.L in the FE-SCZ patients, which is line
with previous studies (Levitt et al. 2013, 2012; Duff et al.
2013; Sorg et al. 2013). Haijma et al. (2012) carried out a
brain volume meta-analysis in SCZ based on over 18,000
subjects in 317 studies and found that the reductions of
gray matter volume in the caudate nucleus and thalamus
were more pronounced in antipsychotic-naive SCZ patients
than in medicated SCZ patients. Taking these previous
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studies together, our finding of abnormal nodal metrics in
caudate and thalamus provide further evidence that the
aberrant basal ganglia system is an intrinsic feature of SCZ
patients (Ellison-Wright et al. 2008; Mamah et al. 2008).
Limbic-visual system We found that the nodal efficiency in the CUN.L and OLF.L was significantly
decreased in the FE-SCZ patients (Table 2; Fig. 4a, b),
indicating deficits of the limbic-visual system. The CUN is
believed to have a variety of cognitive functions, including
working memory (Bluhm et al. 2011), behavioral engagement (Zhang and Li 2012), monitoring changes of ocular
position in response to self-generated eye movements (Law
et al. 1998). Actually, Whitford et al. (2012) have suggested that SCZ patients may have abnormalities in monitoring their self-generated eye movements. Our findings of
the decreased nodal efficiency in OLF.L in FE-SCZ
patients is compatible with a previous study, which suggested the depth of olfactory sulcus may be a static vulnerability marker of SCZ patients (Takahashi et al. 2012).
Topological vulnerability in anatomical networks
of FE-SCZ
Dynamic behavior of a network is strongly associated with
its fundamental topological organization. The alterations in
network parameters would reflect the disruptions in the
general performance of the network such as robustness and
stability. We found that the FE-SCZ patients’ networks were
less robust in response to either a random error or a targeted
attack compared to the controls. This reduced topological
stability might be attributed to altered cerebral organization
in the FE-SCZ patients, such as the decreased white matter
connectivity. However, several previous studies constructed
brain functional networks based on the resting-state fMRI
(rsfMRI) data and found increased robustness to targeted and
random node removal in SCZ patients (Alexander-Bloch
et al. 2010; Lynall et al. 2010). And these studies (AlexanderBloch et al. 2010; Lynall et al. 2010) detected significantly
increased global efficiency in the functional networks in SCZ
patients. On the contrary, Zalesky et al. (2011) and Wang
et al. (2012) revealed significantly decreased global efficiency in brain anatomical networks derived from DTI data.
The inconsistent tendencies of brain network robustness may
be caused by the different image modalities (DTI and
rsfMRI) or subject heterogeneity. A further study combing
resting-state fMRI and DTI data should be used to address
these divergences.

Limitations
The following issues need to be further addressed. First,
the present study used a suboptimal DTI sequence with 15
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diffusion-encoding gradient directions and non-isotropic
voxel size in the magnetic field 1.5T. A study (Jones 2004)
has shown that at least 20 unique sampling orientations are
necessary for a robust estimation of anisotropy, whereas at
least 30 unique sampling orientations are required for a
robust estimation of tensor orientation and mean diffusivity (Posnansky et al. 2011). To address the potential effects
of a suboptimal DTI sequence with 15 diffusion-encoding
gradient directions, we repeated the network analysis using
different inter-regional connectivity threshold and different
brain parcellation schemes, and found that the results
showed a high reproducibility across subjects. It suggests
that our findings are reliable, although some suboptimal
scanning parameters were used here. Using similar scanning sequences, recent studies also reported a high reproducibility of the white matter network properties (Gong
et al. 2009a; Shu et al. 2011). Nonetheless, the analysis
should be performed on the high angular DTI datasets
collected with optimal sequence parameters to further
evaluate the reproducibility of our results. Second, we
utilized diffusion deterministic tractography to draw white
matter tracks for constructing the brain anatomical networks. Previous studies have pointed out that using deterministic tractography as the tracking procedure may result
in a loss of the ability to detect crossed fibers (Mori and van
Zijl 2002), or the uncertainty of determining fiber orientation is high in regions with crossing, twisting or kissing
fiber tracts (Jbabdi and Johansen-Berg 2011). Other
methods, such as probabilistic tractograph, may increase
the sensitivity of fiber reconstruction. Third, although we
found reliable disease-related changes across different
parcellation schemes (Table 3) and different connectivity
thresholds (Fig. 3), mapping the brain networks appropriately and precisely is a challenging task at the present time
(Butts 2009). We still do not know which of the brain
parcellation schemes is best for constructing brain anatomical networks. However, just as is discussed above, the
impacts of the parcellation schemes on the network properties were consistent across the two subject groups in this
study, which indicated that the parcellation schemes may
not affect the reproducibility of our results. Fourth, the
diffusion gradients (bvecs or B-matrix) introduced by head
motion were not corrected (Leemans and Jones 2009) when
correcting for subject motion in the DTI data from this
study. However, we think that this effect should be small in
comparison with other effects (such as the signal dropout
effects or the interaction between motion and field inhomogeneity) that we cannot correct. Finally, even though the
nonparametric permutation test inherently accounts for
multiple comparisons (Nichols and Holmes 2002; Nichols
and Hayasaka 2003), the nodal parameters were not corrected with multiple comparisons in this study. Thus, the
results should be considered as an exploratory analysis.
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In summary, we investigated the topological properties
of brain anatomical networks for medication-naı̈ve, firstepisode schizophrenia (FE-SCZ) patients, who were free
from mediating treatments and who had short illness
duration. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
study using diffusion tractograph to show alterations of the
brain anatomical networks for FE-SCZ patients. We uniformly detected significantly decreased inter-regional
connections and global efficiency as well as degree in the
FE-SCZ patients compared to the controls, and the nodal
efficiency in the sensorimotor system correlated negatively
with the severity of psychosis symptoms in the FE-SCZ
patients. Our findings indicate that abnormalities exist in
the brain anatomical networks of SCZ patients and suggest
that the network organization may be changed in the early
stages of the SCZ disease process.
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